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Small objects frequently collide with Earth. There is an inverse relationship between the size of the object and
the frequency of such events. The lunar cratering record shows that the frequency of impacts decreases as
approximately the cube of the resulting crater's diameter, which is on average proportional to the diameter of
the impactor. Asteroids with a 1 km (0.62 mi) diameter strike ...
Impact event - Wikipedia
A bolide (French via Latin from the Greek Î²Î¿Î»Î¯Ï‚ bolÃ-s, "missile") is an extremely bright meteor, especially
one that explodes in the atmosphere.In astronomy, it refers to a fireball about as bright as the full moon, and
it is generally considered a synonym for a fireball.In geology, a bolide is a very large impactor.. One definition
describes a bolide as a fireball reaching an apparent ...
Bolide - Wikipedia
Perhaps lunar miners could use something analogous to Bruce Damer's idea for asteroids of using CO in an
enclosure warmed by the sunlight and iron and nickel extracted in attached 3D printer - with the PGM's as
residue.
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AprÃ¨s Desmarest, Pierre Beaumesnil, correspondant Ã lâ€™AcadÃ©mie des inscriptions et belles-lettres,
explore en 1779 la ville de Chassenon Ã la recherche de la ville antique de Cassinomagus.Il fait Ã©tat dans
ses manuscrits de tuf volcanique Ã la pierre qui en provient, ainsi que le rapporte ultÃ©rieurement
lâ€™abbÃ© Jean Hippolyte Michon en 1844 [10] :
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